August 13, 1999
P.A. Moore, Director's Office

**BABAR Dedication Friday the 13th**

Today at 2 pm on The Green you are invited to attend (with supervisor approval) the BaBar dedication. See the program at [http://www.slac.stanford.edu/gen/pubinfo/babarded.html](http://www.slac.stanford.edu/gen/pubinfo/babarded.html). There will also be a poster session, lab tours, and a video showing of the Thursday night public lecture for those who missed it. Parking will be particularly tight on Friday since there will be a large number of visitors and guests here for the dedication. Security staff will be directing traffic to make best use of space available. Events will not interfere with lunch service in the Cafeteria.

**Director’s Suite Nears Completion**

The new offices for the staff of the incoming Director are nearly finished. Some furniture has been delivered and folks will start moving in next week. There is an event being planned to inaugurate our new Director, so stay tuned for more information once the details are sorted out.

**Sand Hill Road Closure on Sunday August 15th**

Rick Yeager reports that Sand Hill Road will be closed Sunday for construction. The closure starts at the intersection of Junipero Serra and continues down to about El Camino. Watch for detour signs!

**Science Goes Mainstream**

Stanford Continuing Studies has seen that there’s a great demand for science courses among their offerings. Helen Quinn will teach a winter course on matter and anti-matter, and Kathy Thompson will teach a course on relativity this fall. Check the course catalogue for details at [http://continuingstudies.stanford.edu/](http://continuingstudies.stanford.edu/).

**Short Term Hold on Paths and Lights**

Well, it seems that many contractors and construction workers in the Bay Area are busy with school projects until Labor Day, so SLAC has not been able to get started on our improvements to paths and lights on The Green. Current estimates put the project start in early September.

**SLAC Stats**

SLAC currently has 1319 employees (categorized as those who receive benefits). Of those, 1033 (78%) are male and 286 (22%) are female. There are 702 persons who have a BA degree or higher, roughly 53%.

**Don't forget the SLAC FleaMarket**
You can now get there from the Announcements section on the SLAC Home Page.

**FleaMarket**

You can post your classified ad using the SLAC FleaMarket Submission form. Current ads can be seen on the FleaMarket web page. These pages can be viewed from computers within the SLAC domain.
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**Quick News Available via E-mail**

If you wish to receive the e-mail version of Quick News in the future, send a message to majordomo@slac.stanford.edu with the message in the body

subscribe quicknews-l

*About Quick News*
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